
10/1/31 
Dear Ed, 

Thanks for the clips with yours of the 29 and 30. If you know anything about printing, one of the least economic things is one of 500 copies. So much of the cost is tied up in the very first one and so much thereafter in the hardback binding. Ordinarily, if they really intended people to buy it, they'd have used paperback, as most other government documents are printed, all by the Comgress. 

Minton: except as to the certain identification of Shaw, these were credible, very credible witnesses. I was never in the coyrtro,A4 but I met and spent some time with most of them (not the black) and they are solid citizens, regardless of racial and other indigenous beliefs. The FBI's mishandling once they could no longer avoid it lends credibility, as does Shaw's unquestionable perjury about it and his enemy's help on that particular point. (Lloyd Cobb.) I do not doubt the incident. 
If you mean too bad JG's people didatt investigate the King ass, thank your blessings. If you mean JFK, not one is or was competent to do the most elemental part of an investigation. 

Thanks to Jerry I caught and taped both Bishop appearance on ''rost and after each sent him a certified request for equal time. Today I got back the receipt for the first. You are too kind to that whore Bishop. He actual*y paligned the Secret Service. And he also called King a physical coward. Nobody has ever collected the attacks on him. Bishop spoke: of the sick owman only. But he was stoned, too. And the emphis story is opposite his version. Ho eat back against the expressed desire of everyone, and on a plane delayed by a bo,b threat. He had undergone his metamorphis, had abandoned non-violence as an American weapon (every ilbernathy admitted this is LOO[), and then he was killed. 

I think receipt of my lettibr kept Frost from going into the assassination. I think he probably told Bishop in advance. But I began the second letter with the charges of calumny against him and the SS, and I will carfy it to the FCC,  as I have already with Griffin. 

If you can get a copy of the rules of arbitration in NY State without great sweat, I'd welcome. I have to go after OLD under it under the contract, of which I have finally gotten my copy!, for they are skinning me out of over 54,000, and we are almost 10W,  flat broke. 

Sincerely, 



CaJorfatio_Rca 
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NEW YORK 
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